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Confirmation   Bias:   Lesson   Plan   
  
Topic     

Confirmation   bias   is   the   inclination   to   seek,   interpret,   prefer,   and/or   recall   
information   in   a   manner   that   confirms   one's   preexisting   beliefs   or   biases.   
The   term   was   first   coined   by   Peter   Wason   in   1960,   and   the   cognitive   bias   affects   a   
variety   of   important   fields   like   science,   politics,   and   more.   

Possible   subjects/classes    Time   needed     

Psychology,   Sociology,   Economics,   
Business,   Marketing,   Civics    3-45   minutes   

Video   link:     

https://academy4sc.org/topic/confirmation-bias-no-need-to-test-my-hypothesis/   

Objective:    What   will   students   know/be   able   to   do   at   the   end   of   class?     

Students   will   be   able   to...   
● Define   confirmation   bias.     
● Identify   specific   instances   in   which   the   bias   can   be   applied.   
● Explain  how  different  manners  in  which  confirmation  bias  can  affect                     

human   reasoning.   

Key   Concepts   &   Vocabulary     

Cognitive   bias,   conform   

Materials   Needed   

Worksheet   

Before   you   watch     

Think-pair-share:   Can  you  think  of  one  belief  that  your  parents/caregivers                     
instilled  in  you  since  you  were  a  young  child?  Do  you  believe  there  is  anything                               
that   someone   else   can   say   that   will   change   the   way   you   think?   

While   you   watch     

https://academy4sc.org/topic/confirmation-bias-no-need-to-test-my-hypothesis/
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1. Define   confirmation   bias.   
2. Who’s   the   psychologist   that   coined   the   term?     
3. What   is   one   real-life   consequence   of   confirmation   bias?     

After   you   watch/discussion   questions     

1. When   discussing   a   topic   that   you   feel   strongly   about,   do   you   get   defensive,   
or   do   you   hear   the   other   person   out?   Do   you   consider   alternative   
explanations   to   what   you   believe?   

2. Think   of   a   time   when   you   were   certain   you   had   the   best   explanation   for   
something   but   discovered   a   more   reliable   explanation   after   doing   some   
research.   What   convinced   you   that   the   other   explanation   was   more   
powerful   than   yours?   

Activity   Ideas     

● Complete   the   corresponding   Worksheet,   which   prompts   students   to   
challenge   their   own   confirmation   bias.     

● Have   students   work   in   groups   to   design   an   experiment   to   test   whether   
fellow   students,   friends,   or   family   fall   victim   to   confirmation   bias.     

● Come   up   with   a   list   of   ways   that   confirmation   bias   affects   our   lives   
(algorithms,   social   media,   news,   and   advertising,   for   example).   Then   work   
with   a   partner   and   come   up   with   potential   solutions   for   combatting   and   
fact-checking   these   issues.     

Sources/places   to   learn   more     

1. Confirmation   Bias   And   the   Power   of   Disconfirming   Evidence.   (2018,   
October   02).   Retrieved   from   https://fs.blog/2017/05/confirmation-bias/   

2. Plous,   Scott   (1993),    The   Psychology   of   Judgment   and   Decision   Making ,   p.   233   
3. Nickerson,   Raymond   S.   (June   1998),   “Confirmation   Bias:   A   Ubiquitous   

Phenomenon   in   Many   Guises”,    Review   of   General   Psychology ,   2   (2):   175–220,   
doi:10.1037/1089-2680.2.2.175   

4. More   nuanced   view   of   Wason’s   experiment:   Klein,   G.   (2019).   The   Curious   
Case   of   Confirmation   Bias.   
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/seeing-what-others-dont/20190 
5/the-curious-case-confirmation-bias   

  

    


